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Until now, we have found all the credit companies’ records concerning our company,
WORLDZHONG PTY. LTD. and our director’s personal credit rating and credit score (331)
were and are terribly wrong for the reasons why that our company and its director should not
have any bad records or so-called, “ the weak records” concerning about the company and also
its director’s finance liability, its credit record and the credit scores because both of our
company and our director should have very good and very strong credit rating and credit score,
generally 800 or more. The major reasons why for that were and are the company,
WORLDZHONG PTY. LTD(ACN: 160 814 424) was and is a well solvent company, excellent
in finance assets and resources, its finance management and its cash flow management. For we
are an economist and good religion company, therefore, by laws, this company did not and
does not bear any liability for any debts at all, no matter it was and is big or small; and as
for our director, as a person, he did and does have some debts in a very small amount as
comparing with his personal income in his working position in our company. More importantly,
even if there are some debits, all of those small debts have been paid up to today. There was
and is without any debt under his name that without paid as his normal finance situation
according to his personal income in his present working position, that is, YU CHUN ZHONG
(His Passport Number: PB1171412 )or JOHN ZHONG, the director of WORLDZHONG
PTY.LTD(ACN: 160 814 424). Although, the company owed him a large amount of salary and
work pay until today still has not paid him for some crucial difficult reasons, he still works
very hard for the company and continually care about the entire company.
However, many credit companies might argue that: “Well, in our records and in some social
records, WORLDZHONG PTY.LTD. (ABN: 28 160 814 424, ACN: 160 814 424) did owed
some significant debits for quite some long period of time, and this company never pay back
anything. And its director was owned debts too, why do you say that this company did not owe
any liability for any debt, neither did and does its director?”
These could be the most important reason why there were so many credit companies until
today still keep the bad records and lower credit scores for the company and our director
in our opinions.
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We did not and do not argue with those social records for its correctness because such argument
could be generating MORE MISTAKES rather than helping to understand the problem
correctly.
From the company finance history, this company did have borrowed quite some money from
different money lenders and the amount of such borrowing, though, was minuscule in
comparing with the company true assets and finance resources. However, in social eyes, that
might be a problem. We carefully measured all the debts in their actual amount that not
included the debts that the company owned its employees’ would be maximum around $
200,000 to 500,000 AUD or less, that was and is the all. As a company like WORLDZHONG
PTY.LTD. , this amount of debt should not be a problem to be paid back at any time according
to its finance in normal true situation.
However, the key issue was and is that not the amount of the debt the company owned,
but the problem was and is that this company should or should not owe according to its
real situation in which it was and is a victim of crimes by laws. For this company from
the first day when it formally registered as an Australian Private Company by share(s),
this company had and has been suffering criminals attacking days and nights never ever
stopping or pausing. Its director’s situations were and are even much worse, badly inner
injuries he had and has been suffering for about thirty years in this freedom and
democracy country and in this full of human right laws country! He was and is a perfect
citizen of this country, but he had and has been suffering crimes.
How can be a victim of crime still bearing the debts? Australian laws did not and do not
maintain any liability for any debt to a victim of crime! No matter big or small, a victim
of crime did not and does not have such liability by laws!
WORLDZHONG PTY.LTD. and its director, therefore, had and has no debt at all, nor did and
does it have any liability for any debt regardless whether or not the debts were and are big or
small. Just because of the reasons of this, whatever this company and/or its director had
borrowed before in any amount of money from any debtor(s). The laws did not and do not
support or maintain such liability and/or responsibility for a victim of crime in term of that a
victim of crime had and has no debt and no any liability for any debt!
WORLDZHONG PTY.LTD. and its director were and are victim of crimes, which were and
are police provable; and our director’s personal injuries also clinical provable; such long term
criminals attacking upon a perfect Australian citizen and a lawful Australian Private company
in the land of Australia was and is shocking the entire world and shocking the entire human
beings’ history, especially, in a freedom democracy country in which there is a clear written
laws for human rights and responsibility for every citizen of the country. Both local police and
federal police have known who they were and are and who should be responsible for all of
those crimes exactly, but just for some reasons, the things were and are not suitable to be
disclosed to the public, that is!
Well, this company and its director also would not argue with our government concerning this
matter and the way of treatment they had and have handled, though we have been reserving
our own opinions and our own jurisdictional integrity and dignity as a lawful Australian Private
Company and as a lawful and perfect Australian citizen.
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Nevertheless, the company must tell all the credit companies, no matter which one, here is our
declaration: WORLDZHONG PTY. LTD.(ABN: 28 160 814 424, ACN: 160 814 424) did
not and does not have any debit, nor have it had any liability for any debit for the reasons
that this company has been suffering criminals attacking and be the victim of crimes and
its director’s situation was and is even worse, which was and is an excessive long term
shocking criminals attacking and crime offensiveness towards the company and its owner
director, badly personal internal organ injury and never system and brain injury he has
been suffering. Therefore, any credit company that has any bad record or weak records
in its credit record system and/or credit score rating concerning about WORLDZHONG
PTY.LTD.’s finance situation and also concerning our director’s personal credit situation
must change without delay. The records were and are not good for the company’s good
wills and the director’s reputations that always appeared lower or weaker than that of
the original excellence should be, such records were and are not fit the real situation or
lack of full of information concerning the company’s credit situation, particularly, its
finance situation and responsibility and its entitlement for the compensation due to suffer
crimes. Such records must be changed without delay. From this time onward, if the
company (WORLDZHONG PTY.LTD.) has found or would have find any credit
company still keeps any bad record or “weak records” under the company name and/ or
its ABN and/or ACN, or under our director’s name, YU CHUN ZHONG, who passport
number is PB117141, which would be treated as the evidence of deformation and/or
criminal offensiveness toward the company and its director. And the company would take
legal action against any credit company that has responsibility for that.
The company has decided to take legal actions in a very careful way and manner against those
criminals and their crimes. We have been insisting that they should pay the company and its
employees’ huge losses by laws.
We also wish that any credit company should not seek its own determination concerning
WORLDZHONG PTY.LTD, and its director’s finance situation and credit records, but must
be harmony with the government formal records, such as the ASIC’s record concerning this
matter.
The Company has moved from Victoria to Western Australia. Please refers to the ASIC’s
relevant information concerning the company new location and address. Or check with this
company website for the new updated news and the company new location. We are still keeping
our full ethical responsibility for all the “debits” we used to “owe”, though, we did not and do
not have any liability for any debit at any time by laws!
This is our solemn declaration concerning our company’s finance liability and its ethical
responsibility to the entire public of the entire country and even the entire world!

WORLDZHONG PTY. LTD.
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